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13 protest suspension of SG statutes 
by Tom Kopacz 
STAFF RE PORTER 
Thirteen stud en ts took part in a sit-
in outside the Student Affairs suite 
Tuesday afternoon protesting the re-
cent decision to suspend Student 
Government's statutes. 
The protesters blocked the suite's 
main entrance for about 30 minutes, 
then left. 
The sit-in comes in the aftermath of 
Vice President for Student Affairs Lee 
Tubbs' decision Thursday to suspend 
SG's statutes and hold a new senate 
election before the end of the fall term. 
Tubbs suspended the statutes after 
SG's interim Judicial Council threw 
out the original senate elections be-
cause the old student senate did not 
pass a reapportionment bill before the 
end of the summer term, as required by 
statutes. 
"I want to get rid of Dr. Tubbs' con-
trol of Student Government," said 
Lance Turner, one of the organizers of 
the protest. 
Attempts outside the Administra-
tion Building to enlist spectators in the · 
protest failed. Most said they had to go 
to class. 
Don Taylor, whose appeal led to the 
decision to void the election, blocked 
the main door to the suite. with his 
wheelchair. Taylor has multiple sclero-
sis. 
At one point, Taylor refused to move 
out of the way of someone who.wanted 
to enter the suite. 
t.tchaet Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Student Affairs staff finally opened 
a side door to the suite. The door, lo-
cated on the north side of the trophy 
case in the Administration Building, is 
normally blocked by a chair. 
Students staged a sit-in outside the Student Affairs suite in the Administration 
see SIT-IN page 5 building Tuesday protesting the suspension of student government statutes. 
Russian poet travels to UCF to recite . works 
by Heidi Steiner 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Unna Mori ts, considered one of the finest poets in 
the Soviet Union, read a selection of her writings 
. Monday at UCF as part of the World Writers Series. 
Morits has writt~n eight books of poetry and six 
c:hildren books, and is a particular favorite of Anna 
Akhmatova. Now Mori ts is traveling and receiving 
recognition abroad. 
Morits is the first of several writers to appear at 
UCF this semester for the World Writers Series, 
sponsored by the Department of English, UCF and 
the Orlando Sentinel. 
Morits sai~ she portrays herself and her experi-
ences in her poems. 
Mori ts' translator, Tonya Nyquist, translated into 
English the following nine poems as Morits recited 
them in Russian: "An Apple," ''The Birth of a Wing," 
"I Never Drank Vodka with a Genius," "Face," "A 
Memory," "After the War," "The Dumb Man's Hand," 
"Saturday Evening" and "From Some Terrible 
Moment." 
. Morits said one difference between Russian and 
American poetry is that in Russia, everybody reads 
poetry to each other and people learn poetry through 
word of mouth. Because of this, Russian poetry has a 
stronger rhyme scheme~ which makes it easier to 
remember. 
"In the Soviet Union, the poems had to be ea~y to 
memorize," Mori ts said. "W.e were limited without A discussion session followed the recital. Many of 
the audience members inquired about Morits' per-
see MORITS page 6 sonal life. •· 
Kuwaiti _woman vacationing in U.S. 
can't go home, finds work at UCF 
by Jill B. Simser 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
One of. the newest faculty 
members in UCF's Depart-
ment of Health Sciences had 
every intention of returning 
home to Kuwait after her vaca-
tion in the United States. 
But for Carole K Palmer, 
the department chairwoman 
of radiologic sciences at Ku-
wait University, that was not 
meant to be. Palmer was vaca-
tioning in the United States 
when Iraq invaded Kuwait on 
Aug.2. 
"I went away on summer 
vacation and they stole my 
country," Palmer said, laugh-
ing. 
Palmer, who has lived in 
Kuwait for the past five years, 
was visiting relatives in Penn-
sylvania when she got a call 
from her friend, Dr. Jo Ed-
wards, associate professor of 
Health Sciences at UCF. 
Edwards told Palmer to 
turn on the television to the 
Cable News Network because 
Iraqi troops had begun to oc-
cupy Kuwait. 
By the following day when 
Palmer had been informed 
that there were no flights to 
Kuwait, she realized she 
would not be returning home. 
"We did not see it coming," 
she said. . 
Palmer has been working 
as a consultant to the UCF 
Department of Health Sc~­
ences for the past six weeks 
while living with Edwards' 
relatives. 
Palmer is also visiting ele-
mentary schools in -Orange 
and Seminole counties to talk 
robe, a car and a small amount 
of money in a bank account. 
Palmer said she has been 
keeping in touch with several 
colleagues froni all over the 
world who also were on sum-
mer break when the invasion 
took place. 
Palmer said not knowing 
what has happened to m~y of 
her friends is particularly dis-
tressing. 
"We share a common bond of 
grieving," she said. 
Once a month she calls the 
Kuwait Embassy in Washing-
ton, D.C., to see ifthere are any 
new leads on her friends' 
whereabouts. But so far they 
haven't had any new informa-
tion. 
Palmer said she has heard 
horror stories of the Iraqis 
looting whole business dis-
• Carole K. Palmer tricts and dismantlingmedical 
Radlologlc Sciences chair, . equipment from hospitals. 
Kuwait Unive'rsity Even though she calls it "a 
"I went away on sum-
mer vacation and they 
stole my country." 
to students about car~ers in 
health sciences. 
brutal situation," she said she 
believes it is one that can be 
overcome. 
Even if the Iraqis level 
Kuwait, the country can al-
ways rebuild, Palmer said. 
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Edwards lived in Kuwait 
from 1983 to 1 ~85, working at 
the Kuwait University devel-
oping curriculum for the Col-
lege of Health and Sciences. 
Though Palmer said she 
enjoys the part-time work, she 
never dreamed she would be 
relocating under such circum-
stances. 
In her view, the United 
State's military buildup in 
Saudi Arabia is fully war-TIE .A KNOT ..• 
Pisea Seug, a freshman studying sports medicine, got bored one 
afternoon ad decided to try scaling the wall of Orange Hall". 
She said she lost most ofher 
personal possessions, includ-
ing a home computer, a ward- see KUWAIT page 6 
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UCF works to drop 
· human error in 
·aviation acCidents 
by Chris Marlin 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF and Embry Riddle 
Aeronautical University are 
working together through 
their Center for Applied Hu-
man Factors in Aviation to 
deal with the human error rate 
in aviation acci-
dents. 
Dr. Richard Gilson, UCF 
psychologist/engineer and ex-
e~utive director of the center, 
said th ere is clearly a lot for the 
center to do. 
''We're trying to find differ-
ent levels of funding support 
and also see what problems we 
want to work on," Gilson said. 
That rate, 70 "H · · 
to 80 percent, is uman error IS a 
The center's 
research fo-
cuses on the 
national air 
space system 
policy in the 
areas of air-
space alloca-
a.n ~la~ng ~ta- major problem area 
tistic, acc?rding in aviation " . 
to many m the · 
field. 
"Human error tion, weather 
is a major prob- • Biii Motzel aI!d air traffic 
management. 
"More than 
lem area in avia- Embry Riddle Unlverslt_y 
tion," said Bili ----------
Motzel, special 
assistant to the president of 
Embry Riddl~ "There was a 
need for this center, and here 
we have a very unique re-
source." 
The center consists of an 
interdisciplinary research and 
development team, with staff 
from areas of psychology and 
computer engineering. The 
team works on common prob-
lems in aviation. 
Most of the research is con-
ducted at UCF, while all test-
.· ing must take place at Embry 
Riddle's facilities. 
UCF graduates and under-
graduates make up at least 
half of the student involve-
ment in the program. 
• ALAFAYA NEWS 
Beginning Monday, Oct. 29, 
there will be_ no left turns onto 
or off of campus at the in tersec-
tion of Alafaya Trail and Cen-
tral Florida Blvd. 
According to Mike Spinnato 
of the Physical Plant, Coxwell 
Construction Company will re-
route traffic to the west side of 
the median that divides the six 
lanes of Alafaya Trail. 
The median makes left 
turns entering and leaving 
campus impossible. Those 
wishing to leave campus and 
go south on Alafaya to High-
way_50 have to leave campus at 
the University Drive or Re-
search Park intersections. 
• PARADE CHANGES 
. Due to the current encepha-
litis problem and the i:ecom-
mendation of the Orange 
· County Health Department, 
, the UCF homecoming parade 
has been rescheduled to 4 p.m. 
Nov. 9. 
Parade line-up has been 
movedupto2:30p.m. thatday. 
The parade route and line-up 
locations remain the same. 
Those wishing to leave 
campus that day between 3 
p.m. and 5:30 p.m. should be 
aware that Libra Drive (to 
Research Park) and Gemini 
Boulevard will be completely 
or partially closed to traffic. 
In- addition, the outdoor 
movie, "Dick Tracy," o~ Nov. 8 
has been moved indoors to the 
Student Center Auditorium. It 
will still start at 9 p.m. 
• UCF SENIORS DAY 
half of 
Florida's airspace has restric-
tions," Gilson said. 
According to Gilson, not all 
of Florida's-or America's-
restricted and regulated air-
space is being used to its full-
est. 
One of the problems the 
center is considering is con-
verting paper air charts, 
printed every 56 days, to elec-
tronic media; which can be 
updated any time to fit differ-
ing situations regarding air 
traffic. 
Eric Gruber, the adminis-
trative leader of the project, is 
responsible for the project1s 
see SAFETY page 6 
UCF will become "a show-
case of opportunities for mi-
nority students" Saturday 
when high school seniors from 
a dozen Central Florida coun-
ties visit the campus and take 
part in tours and entertain-
ment. · 
The purpose of the event is 
to re-emphasize UCF Presi-
dent Steven-Altman's.focus on 
minority recruitment, admis-
-sion, ·academics and social 
environment. 
The program begins at 8:30 
a.m. with campus tours, fol-
lowed by registration and a 
welcoming address. The sen-
iors are invited to the Knights' 
football game against South-
ern Illinois Saturday night. 
• CAB SHARK SHOW 
Michael Levine, known to 
Columbian and Bolivian 
druglords as the Shark, will 
speak against incompetence 
and irresponsibility of the 
nation's war on drugs at 8 p.m. 
Oct. 29 in the University Din-
ing Room. 
Levine, of the U.S. Drug 
Enforcement Agency, is a 25-
year veteran of undercover 
work, including 10 years of 
deep-cover operations infil-
trating the illicit drug cartels 
of Mexico and Central and 
South America. 
The public discussion is 
sponsored by the Campus Ac-
tivities Board. 
• ace LIBRARY LOANS 
UCF faculty, students and 
staff have direct library loan 
privileges at Brevard Commu-
The Central Florida Future October 25, 1990 3 
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The UCF Gospel and CuHural Choir performed Oct. 15-in the Student Center Auditorit1m. The choir 
is also planning additional performances this year. 
Gospel and Cultural Choir ready 
for Pert'.ormcince at Seniors' Day 
by Kelly Anthony 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
variety of activities this year. 
The group is planning to perform at UCFs 
Seniors' Day on Oct. 27 at the UCF campus. 
The ·ucF GQspel and Cultural Choir is a 
group that boasts a musical message. 
UCF Seniors' Day is an annual event where 
high school seniors are invited to calilJ>US for 
For the past 11 years, the choir has been 
singing gospel music at UCF, area churches 
and various civic and religious events. 
· tours, food and entertainment . 
According to Janice Graveley, president of 
the UCF GQspel and Cultural Choir, ''The 35-
member group is a mixture of various people, 
religions, cultures and ideas coming together to 
The group will also take part in a gospel ex-
travaganza Dec. 1 at UCF along with several 
other gospel choirs from the Central Florida 
area. 
sing gospel." · 
"It is a real family," member Patrice Phillip 
said. 
Graveley said, the UCF GQspel and Cultural 
Choir is continually urging people to join. ' 
The group practices from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
every Monday and Wednesday evening. 
The Gospel and Cultural Choir is planning a 
Those interested should contactJ anice Grav-
eley at 380-5368. 
nity College libraries ·under ida market. 
terms of a reciprocal borrow- Students will have the 
ing agreement recently negoti- chance to tour The Orlando 
ated by the UCF Library. Sentinel, Robinson Yesawich 
Students, faculty and staff & Pepperdine and Peterson. 
wishing to apply for a library · Outdoor Advertising. 
card at a BCC library must The tour not only focuses 
present their validated phQto on areas of advertising in 
identification cards. Orlando, but informs students 
The BCC card enables the of career opportunities avail-
user to two-week loans, with able in the field . 
. additional renewals, if no For information about reg-
holds have been placed on the istration, call Jennifer Hat-· 
library material. · field at 679-2647. 
Items borrowed must be 
returned or renewed there. 
• JUDAIC SPEAKER 
World renowned talmudic 
scholar, Jacob Newsner will 
deliver the firstlecture in the 
1990-'91 Judaic studies lec-
ture series at 8 p.m. Monday in 
the UCF Health and Physics 
Building auditorium. 
N ewsner will explore the 
origins of Judaism and post · 
bibical, early mishnaic . and 
talmudia and its relevance 
today. 
N ewsner has published, 
edited and translated scores of 
volumes in the gemal area of 
Judaic studies. 
The lecture is free and open 
to the public. 
• NECRONOMICON '90 
N ecronomicron '90 will be 
held this weekend, Oct. 26-28, 
at the Holiday Inn at Ashley 
Plaza in Tampa. 
Activities begi1_1 Friday at 
noon and run -· until 6 p.m. 
Sunday. 
The annual convention for 
fans of science fiction, fantasy 
and horror literature, televi-
sion and movies will feature 
guests Jack C. Haldeman II 
and Lawrence Watt-Evans. 
Membership is $20 for three 
days and $8 for one day, and 
can be purchased at the con-
vention registration desk. 
• PICK UP YOUR PEN ... 
... And write for the March of 
• 1990 MEDIA TOUR Dimes. Local authors will have 
.The AD2 Greater Orlando an opportunity to demonstrate 
. . . . . their talent by entering the 
professional organization 'Y1ll Storytime contest to write sto-
sponsor student~ fr~~ nme ries for children ages 10 and 
colleges and un1vers1ties for · under 
the .1990 Great~r Orlando Entries are limited to 1,500 
Media Tour on. Friday. . words and must be typed and 
The tour will cover ~~er- double-spaced. A $10 entry fee 
ent areas of advertismg must be included with each 
prevalent to the Central Flor-
story. 
Participants must submit 
six copies of their stories with 
an entry form attached to the 
top copy. No illustrations will 
be accepted. The deadline for 
entry is Nov. 1. 
The first-place winner of the 
contest will receive a $100 U.S. 
savings bond donated by C&S . 
National Bank, and will have 
their story published in the 
"Family Journal." 
The second- and third- place 
winners will win a $7€> savings 
bond and a $50 savings bond, 
respectively, also donated by 
C&S National Bank. 
• DREAMS FOR TEENS 
The Volunteer Center of 
Central Florida is working to 
offer needy teens a good 
Christmas this year. 
Each year, needy children 
receive gifts, thanks to hours 
of volunteer work and gener-
ous contributions, but needy 
teens go without. 
"Dreams for Teens" is a 
project of the center's Young 
Volunteers in Action program. 
People between the ages of 13 
and 23 donate their time and 
skills to better the community. 
Those wishing to help can 
drop off new, unwrapped gifts 
at any of six General Cinemas 
throughout Central Florida, 
the Winter Park Mall or JC 
Penneys in the Florida Mall. 
Specially marked bins will be 
on display beginning in No-
vember. 
For information, call Chris 
Boyko or Carol Rumsey at the 
Volunteer Center, 896-0945. 
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Oviedo man charged with 
battery on baSketball ·court 
' by Mary Watkins wear braces on his bottom teeth and has spent 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE $1,600 in dental bills. 
Gorbas said the officer could not arrest 
UCF police filed charges against an Oviedo Brooks at the scene because he did not see the 
man who attacked another man on a campus incident. 
basketball court. Also, police are searching for Gorbas said the State Attorney's Office must 
two stolen video cassette players. review the case and decide whether or not to 
_ An evening game of basketball Oct: 9 at . arrest Brooks. 
UCFs Recreational Services resulfed in-!-- In other police news, a Samsung VHS player 
bloody lip and some loose teeth. was stolen from Room 313 of the Humanities 
UCF police have filed simple battery charges and Fine Arts Building Oct.11. 
with the State Attorney's ·Office against Efrem Police said three-inch .bolts attached the-
Z. Brooks, 23, 3072 Weston St., Orlando. VCR to a cart, so the VCR must have been 
According to a police report, Brooks punched removed with tools or extreme force. 
Valencia student Michael Hadley, 23, in the Tony Figueroa, senior audio·-visual techni-
mouth during a casual basketball game. cian for Classroom Support, said art professor 
Hadley said he fouled ~rooks as he went for ... ·Steven .LQ_tz, requested·. q~~ 9f a VCR for his 4 
a layup. Brooks asked Hadley why he did it. p.m. class Oct. 11. Figue,roa said a VCR and 
Denoy DeBoer/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
ART OF THE MATTER 
Cheryl Bogdanowitsch prepares one of her sculptures for a show 
at the Art Gallery on the third floor of the Humanities building. · 
~tw~~~afuu~Hailleysai~ t~evi~ooooa~rtw&e~liv&~~L~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Hadley told police that Brooks then hit him. classroom at 8 a.m. that day. Instructional 
Police Officer James Meeks said Hadley had research personnel returned to retrieve the 
severe cuts on his mouth. unit the next morning and found the VCR had 
Hadley said he tried to tackle Brooks but been yanked from the cart. 
could not. · , · Figueroa said a VCR was also stolen from 
Det./Sgt. Tom Gorbas said the victim must Room 436 of CEBA I on Oct. 3. 
. .. 
Don't Start The New Year Without Us! 
C:::raig S h e::rgc:>1 d i s a 7-yea::r-c:>1d 
w h o h as a b::rai~ t""L1mc:>::r,. a~d he has 
""V'"e::ry 1 i tt1e time td 1 i ""V'"e _ ::E-:lis c:>~1y 
w i sh is te> ::recei ""V'"e the g::rea test 
~'-.1mbe::r .0£ ••get we1 1·· cards e""V'"er 
::rece>::rdec:;l by t h e ~-u1~~ess B<:>c:>k:. <::>£ 
W <::>r1d R.eco::rds. Yc:>""l..1 ca~ he~p C:raig 
r each ~is g<::>a1 by se~di~g car ds t<:> 
the £<:>1 1<::>wi::h..g addr ess: 
·'T"he C:::h:i.Id.re ::ra. • s Wis h F<>-a.::a.::ra.d a t:i.<>::ra. 
3 .2. P e rime t e r C:::e::ra.te r Eas t, :r--;f _ E _, S -a.::a.:i.te 100 
...A.tia.::ra.ta, ~..A. 3 0 3 4 6 
;,'Bc,girin.er to Professional" 
Art & Draft.ing Supplies 
Student Discountsll 
. A!oma 
Shopping 
Center 
679-8787 
The Following Clubs and 
Organizations have received 
A&SF .funding. during the_ 
Summer 1990: · 
The Activity and 
Service Fee Co m·m"i·ttee 
is looking for 2 
Student s-At-b arge: 
Ka·ppa Kappa Psi 
G.RABBS 
Phi Theta Kappa 
Legal Servic,es 
Inter-Hall Council 
Legal Services 
CADAC -
UCF Surf Club 
Baptist Campus Ministries . 
Wellness Center 
Anthropological Association 
Human Factors . 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Phi Alpha Theta 
UCF Circle K International 
l]i$5'u you are interested 
. contact Jeff Laing at 
X21 91 in .Student 
Governme·nt 
DON'T FORGETI 
==== · 
• 
~ 
· --Sll---INS - "We want [the new election] by rules that are fair to every-
body," Taylor said during the FROM PAGE 1 
protest. · 
The only student to at- Erik Williams, one of the 
tempt to enter the suite via protesters, said the decision to 
the main entrance was stu- shut down SG was one of the 
dent body President Jeff dumbest things he has ever 
Laing, who had an appoint- seen. 
ment with Tubbs. "It's the generic UCF ad-
•. Student body Vice Presi- ministrators' way of doing 
dent Jason DiBona, also there things," he said. 
to-meet with Tubbs, waited - ~bbs def-ended his deci-
• until the side door was un- sion, which was endorsed by 
locked. UCF Presi-
Laing said he dent Steven 
has no · problem "It' th · Altman. 
• with a new sen- S e generic "I think we 
ate election, but UCF administrators' made the best 
he thinks the way of doing decision pos-
• candidates who sible under the 
appealed the things." c i r c u m -
old election st an c e s , ·" 
want more than ·Erik Williams Tubbs said. 
• that. · UCF student protester He said the 
"I think they decision to sus-
want to shut pend SG's stat-
Student Government down," utes came as a result of mul-
he said. tiple violations of those stat-
,___ -Taylor denied Laing's utes. 
• charge. Although turnout at the 
"We're not the ones that protest was low, organizers 
The Central Florida Future October 25, 1990 5 · 
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TAKE THIS 
Dr. Jean Kijek, chair of the Nursing Department, presents a scholarship check to senior nursing 
student Ken Dion. Dion is one of two recipients of the scholarship awarded by Matthews Orthopae-
dic Clinic of Orlando. The scholarship this year was in the amount of $2,500. 
shutSGdown,"he said. "It was promised more protests in the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===~~~~~ Lee Tubbs that did that." future. 1-
He said SG will be stronger "We're going to try to make 
after all the problems are re- this the first of a series," 
solved. Turner said. 
C o n f e. t t i . 
every Thursday in 
The Central Florida Future 
"IF YOU NEED TD WORK TD 
GET THRDU H SC DDL, 
YOU NE D TD SEE UPS:' 
I ?t< I 
~ 
"I ·need two things to get through 
school : good grad es and money. I can 
take care of the first all by myself, and 
UPS is helping me take care of the 
second. Th€y gave me a part-time job 
that really pays. 
"I make almost $10,000 a year for 
working .about 4 hours a day, 5 d8:YS a 
, week. But get this , UPS has s tudent 
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000 
a year for college. Compare that 
anywhere else. I also got my choice of 
schedules--mornirlgs, or nights. My 
work hours fit around my class hours. 
Most students work in Operations. But you 
might get something in Accounting, Indus-
. trial Engineering, l.S. or.Customer Service. 
"No other company offers more to 
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get 
what you need to get your diploma." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/F 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. ,, 
UPS1 DELIVERS DUCATIDN 
Don't 
go out 
without 
your 
rubbers. 
We're talking about 
condoms. And we're 
talking about .AIDS. 
If you're not sharing 
needles with infected 
drug user's, there's one 
other way you can get 
AIDS, and that's sex. 
Because when passed 
into the bloodstream by 
semen, anybody is 
vulnerable to the virus. 
There are no vaccines 
against AIDS. There are 
no cures for it. If you get, 
you'll likely die. 
So if you choose to 
have sex, be sure to 
carry condoms and tell 
your partner to use them. 
tet's face it, if a woman 
doesn't look out for 
herself, how can she be 
sure anyone else will? 
And if he says no, 
so can you. 
U you think you can't 
get AIDS, you're 
dead wrong. 
.. 
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Unna Morits, an acclaimed Russian poet, recited some of her 
work at the World Writers Series Monday. 
U.S.S.R. POET 
FROM PAGE 1 
rhyme. Poems with rhyme 
were preserved better." 
Morits started memorizing 
the works of her predecessors 
at age 4. This is normal in the 
Soviet Union because child-
ren's books are written in po-
etic form. 
Morits made her living in 
the Soviet Union translating 
poems for other famous poets. 
"My dream was to make a 
living teaching in a univer-
sity," Morits said. "Instead I 
had to translate poetry or 
starve." 
From 1961 to 1970, Morits 
was blacklisted because -she 
published a poem in honor of a 
Georgian poet whom Stalin 
executed. "I was accused 
of being anti-Stalin," Morits 
said. "The negative publicity 
drew me attention, but it also 
got me kicked out of Moscow. 
For 10 years I was prohibited 
to participate in govemment-
sponsored writing activities." 
When asked if she read any 
works of American poets, 
Morits said that as soon as she 
crossed the American border 
she took her dollar and bought 
a tiny book of poems by Emily 
Dickinson. 
Anna Lilias, a UCF English 
professor, introduced and wel-
comed Morits to the lecture. 
Lilios also announced the 
achievement of English pro-
fessor Judith Hemschemeyer, 
who recently finished her 
translation of the complete 
works of Anna Akhmatova. 
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FROM PAGE3 
budget. 
"It's taken a lot oflogistics to 
_ make CAHFA an entity every-
one could support and em-
brace," Gruber said. 
In the spring, the center 
received a $10,000 grant from 
the Research Council of the 
university, and, in July, the 
State University System 
awarded the center a $150,000 
grant, which has since been 
KUWAIT 
FROM PAGE 1 
ranted. 
"If I thought this was only 
about oil, I would be very 
unhappy," Palmer said. "We're 
there for the principle." 
partially frozen due to state 
funding restrictions. 
Federal budget problems 
have affected the funding of 
the center as well. 
Proposals to the Federal 
Aviation Administration to-
talling $1,045,104 have also 
been temporarily put on bold 
until the government's fiscal 
policy can be established. 
There are 66 human ·ehor 
research proposals up for con-
sideration by the administra-
tion, four of which are from 
UCF. 
It's not just the U.S. con-
demnation, she said. "It's full 
world condemnation." 
Palmer said she is anxious 
to return to Kuwait once the 
situation is resolved, but has 
decided not to put lier life on 
hold while problems in that 
country are cleared up. 
Projects similar to the 
center's are in the works at 
Ohio State University, the 
University of Illinois and other 
nationally recognized institu-
tions. 
But the center is the first to 
combine the resources of two 
universities. 
"The next few years hold a 
unique opportunity to set the 
pace for the 1990s and be-
yond," Gilson said. "CAHFA is 
positioned to capture world 
leadership in aeronautical 
human factors research." 
In anuary sne -plans to 
attend graduate .school in 
Gainesville, where her 
· daughter lives. 
Palmer said she doesn't 
know what lies ahead for 
Kuwait. 
"My crystal ball 
cloudy," she said. 
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Schools suff~r ~~e to low government. funding 
by Amy Hudson 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
A rash of state funding 
emergencies has forced public 
colleges in at least 14 states to 
cancel course sections, fire 
staff, cut back on student. serv-
ices and overcrowd their 
classes. 
"The situation is getting 
worse all the time," reported 
Tom Hawkins of the California 
State Student Association. 
From California to Rhode 
Island, the problems stem 
from state governments that 
say they are running out of 
.money. 
When states approved their 
1990 budgets· nearly a year 
ago, they assumed they would 
collect more sales and employ-
ment tax money than they. 
actually did. 
Most campuses, abruptly 
without money they needed to 
operate, won Wilder's permis-
sion to require students to pay 
extra tuition surcharges. 
At George Mason U niver-
sity, for instance, spring tui-
tion will increase $62 for in-
state students, $186 for those 
from out-of-state. 
Statewide, hundreds of 
teaching vacancies remain 
unfilled, and some faculty who 
had part-time or annual con-
tracts were laid off. 
Studen t_s aren't happy. 
More than 5,000 turned out 
Sept. 11 to protest budget cuts, 
which have caused class sizes 
to increase 10 percent and led 
to the loss of 273 faculty and 
staff members. 
Similarly,. 250 Virgini~ 
Commonwealth University 
students marched in protestto 
the Cawitol in Richmond. Consequently, the colleges 
have to either cut their ex-
penses or find more money 
from different sources. 
Virginia is the only stat~ so 
far to announce mid-year tui-
tion hikes, Novak said. 
. Mark Nystrom/COLLEGE PRESS S~RVICE 
Students likely will be the 
new sources in many states. 
"The most immediate effect 
will be an increase in tuition," 
predicted Richard N o.vak of 
the American Association of 
State Colleges and Universi-
ties, a Washington, D. C.-
based group. 
Many other states, though, 
including Nebraska, Mary-
land, California, Arizona, New 
York, Washington, Florida, 
Georgia, :Mississippi, New 
Hampshire, North Carolina, 
Rhode Island and New Jersey 
have, or soon will, cut the 
amount of money they give to 
public campuses. 
Approximately 5,000 students gathered to hear Virginia Tech's stl:ldent government President Jim 
Budd and others decry cuts in funding to universities. 
It's already happening in 
Virginia. 
Public campuses there have 
been blindsided by two 5-per-
cent budget cuts Gov. -1. 
Douglas Wilder imposed to 
plug a $1.4 billion hole in the 
two-year budget cycle that 
began July 1. , 
"It looks very negative," 
summarized Illinois State 
University professor Ed 
Hines, who monitors state 
higher education funding 
across·the country . . 
A number of states, he said, 
are reporting an absolute de-
cline in absolute dollars they 
collect. 
That's because legislatures, 
hurt by slowing sales tax reve-
nues and slow economic 
growth, don't have as much 
money to allocate as they ex-
pected. 
The Persian Gulf crisis has 
added to the uncertainty. By 
forcing crude oil prices up, it 
has dramatically raised costs 
at campuses, especially in the 
East, where oil is used both as 
transportation fuel and heat-
ing fuel. 
"It seems more severe this 
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time, at least on the East 
Coast," Movak said. "The 
states were growing so rap-
idly. This crash is going to hurt 
more because it's a deeper 
fall." 
In August, Gov. George 
Deukmejian cut 2 percent off 
the original 1990-91 budgets 
for the nine-campus Univer-
sity of California and the 20-
campus California State Uni-
versity systems. 
"It's mostly meant the can-
cellation of classes and stu-
dents not being able to get 
what they need," Hawkins 
recounted. 
University of Nebraska-
Lincoln students also had a 
harder time getting the classes 
they needed. Only 44 percent 
of UNL's students actually got 
in the classes they requested, 
school officials concede. 
While no one is sure how 
state economies will fare next 
year, students are convinced 
changes need to be made. 
"Clearly the state's going to 
have to find another source of 
revenue," California's Hawk-
ins says. "We just can't take 
another round of cuts." 
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or1ando, a town. 
·with seven th~me 
parks and more 
Another theme park in Central Florida! Hey kids, 
let's go to yet another attraction a,nd spen $200 for a 
fun day in the sun1 
A man by the name Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is con-
sidering buying land and creating a theme park in 
Central Florida. Think, does Central Florida need an-
other theme park? 
Currently in the Central Florida area there are at 
least seven theme parks along· with innumerable 
smaller types of theme parks, such as all the gator 
cities and the Mystery Fun House. 
Along with all of these theme things, there are 
places like Church Street Station, the various muse-
ums and other natural attractions in the Orlando 
area. 
In response to all of these exciting things to do is 
the huge amount.of tourists, who bring commerce 
and prosperity to Central Florida. These tourists 
create jabs, as well as help encourage business to 
destroy land for money. · 
So, out of the creation of another park, which 
supposedly will help man get closer to nature, will 
come the destruction of another tract of Central 
Florida land. 
Also out of the new theme park will come more 
competition. Out of more competition will come more 
billboards, more television advertisements, more 
radio announcements and more traffic problems. 
This is not including the new hotels, gas stations and 
overpriced, poor quality food establishments. 
One could 'ask, why is this bad? There will be new 
jobs created through the puilding, advertising and 
just selling of stuff. Tourists will bring money into the 
economy for no particular reason and even more 
people will have mouse ears. 
Also consider the billion that will be flooding into 
the pockets of the man who owns this. Of course, this 
is only a proposed amount of money that could be 
created, we could be short a million or two. 
· Now ponder the negatives a bit more fully. The 
overall negative fact is that our environment, our 
precious dwindling environment, will be hurt by this. 
More cars are going to create more fumes. More water 
will be used; a shortage of water is already beginning 
to show with the restrictions on watering our lawns. 
The actual land the theme park will be built on will 
never be natural again. And with the great new jobs 
also comes even more people to Central Florida to 
find jobs and be unemployed when the market can't 
take it any longer. 
By spring 1993, Central Florida could have an-
other theme park and then we'll be at least an eight-
theme-park area. Eight theme parks and a jillion 
smaller theme areas . all encouraging you to spend 
your money, forget your worries and bend over. 
So, when all this happens and you can't make it to 
Tampa because of the traffic, don't complain because 
if you don't start to say no-now-you can't complain 
when you didn't try to effect a change. 
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The way America should be 
Ah, fall. As the leave.s tum brown and float on a 
gentle breeze to rest on the soft earth, young people's 
thoughts turn to those of love, and Congressmen's 
thoughts turn to those of money. There is a certain 
stability in this, as if everything is the norm, as if this 
is the way America should be. And, someone's 
thoughts turn to continually' clogging up University 
Boulevard with enough cones to supply all of the 
Orange county high-schools' driver's ed ranges. 
We interrupt this column (which wasn't really 
about anything important anyway) to bring you an 
actual editorial idea- Israel, despite condemnation by 
the United Nations, is not at fault for firing on the 
rock-tossing, attitude-toting Palestinians. 
As many of you may have heard, members of the 
Sandstone Slammers and the Saudi Hela-Monsters, 
two rival baseball teams, sucked down a few beers 
and said, "hey, let's bash some Israeli worshippers." 
Now, here's the situation: these Israelis were on 
the opposite side of a six-story wall. To fully compre-
hend the indirect effects of this wall on the intended 
victims, you must remember that objects, such as 
rocks, accelerate at a rate of 32 ft/sis and attain 
velocities up and beyond one-hundred feet per sec-
ond. From that height, the only objective of a projec-
tile could be to kill. There were, from second-hand 
eyewitness reports, several thousand Palestinians. 
The same source confirms that for forty-five minutes 
there could be heard, over the public announcement 
system . in the Islamic sector of Jerusalem, a man 
~11111tllllflllll 
screaming" Jihad," which means ''kill, maim, hurt," . 
only in not so many words. 
The number of Israeli guards protecting the 
TempleMountnumberedin the tens. Now, when you 
have hundreds of angry people trying to kill Israeli 
w_prshippers and you have, say, forty soldiers trying 
to protect them, that's not good. There is only one way 
in or out of the Temple, so the Israelis were trapped 
between a mob, and a stone wall. What would you do? 
The Israelis fired tear gas and rubber bullets into 
the mob, says my source. They kept charging. The 
Israelis opened fire with live · ammo until the mob 
turned and ran. To their credit, the Israelis stopped 
firing when the mob broke off. 
It would seem to this editorialist that there is 
something· amiss in the minds of many politicians. 
We now return you to our origina~ editorial. 
So remember: the next tinie yo~ see a can of mixed 
fruit, a la fruit cup, The Government is secretly 
implanting subliminal messages in your consumer 
mind. They are saying ''buy fruit cup-be merry-
obey ... etc." As concerned and involved citizens we 
must stand out against such manipulation by the 
media. That's all folks. 
In the beginning there was SG 
. In the beginning, there were the Student Govern-
ment statutes. They constituted a government of the 
students, by the students, and for.the students. The 
statutes had been tempered over time by twenty-two 
student senate~. 
On the eve of the election of the twenty-third 
Senate, Saint Le Vester blessed and sanctified the 
statutes for the· solemn duty they would perform the . 
next day. 
And this was good. 
Now in a daring and brave move, Le Vester Tubbs 
and S~ve Altman have collaborated to disregard the 
SG statutes! They suspended the statutes and the 
government that works under them. Chaos began to 
fill the realm with fear. 
The students no longer have a Senate until new 
elections can be completed at some nebulous date in 
the first week of December. 
·Even more novel was Tubbs' idea that Student 
Government business will be carried on by a commit-
tee to be named. The ones who follow Tubbs- will 
presumably be part of the committee, President 
· Laing, and Vice-President Dibona. 
And this was bad, for all the realm was lost. 
Students fair representation has been lost! We 
haven't had' it for six we~ks now and we are going to 
have to wait another six to. eight weeks more. 
•t11t1111 
Americans traditionally have believed in having 
their politicians congregate in large groups. There is 
safety in numbers, for then the politicians will fight 
·among themselves and avoid the rest of the popula-
tion. Two perfect examples are the British Parlia-
ment and the two houses of ill-repute on Capitol hill. 
Now Altman and Tubbs are leading us into an 
administrative vacuum which will deprive the stu- Ill 
dents of that fundamental sense of security in num-
bers. This decision will be depriving the student body 
of that one fundamental right it needs (besides a <i> 
basic working constitution): the right to be repre-
sented by our peers and have them spend our money 
in accordance with our wishes. Tubbs' little commit-
tee is not fair representation. 
The time has come to realize the power of the 
students. Our student proletariat can overcome the 
deficiencies ofUCF's administration. We should not 
fail in this very necessary class struggle. 
UCF STUDENTS, UNITE! 
Erik Williams is a senior studying computer sci-
ence and literature 
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It all started with a strange bunch of clowns 
Travelling north on 1-95 on Sunday, I looked into 
my rear view mirror to see a big LTD running cars off 
the road."@#%*$#@ clowns,'' I muttered, steering 
my car into another lane. The big car streaked up be-
side me; I looked over to see the driver .... Suddenly, 
I broke into a fit of uncontrollable, riotous laughter as 
I noticed the red rubber nose, the green spongy hair 
and the pasty-white complexion of the driver. It was · 
a car-load of clowns! I struggled in vain to regain my 
· composure as the clowns sped off before me. I just 
couldn't resist the cheap shots: "Hey, you clowns!" I 
howled; "Quit clowning around!" I gasped, tears 
streaking down my face. 
Arid so I pressed on toward home with ·merry 
thoughts, until I noticed my personal petroleum 
shortage. The gas needle was just above E, and my 
trip-meter showed 380 mifos. A pang of dismay shot 
through my mind as I remembered the number of 
trips I'd made in which I'd always easily cleared 400 
miles on a tank of gas. What with the merriment of 
my demeanor, I opted to pass Ft. Pierce arid go for 
Vero Beach, another 20+ miles. If I run out of gas, I 
told myself, I'll just deal with it. · 
My car rolled to a stop just after my trip-meter 
rolled off its 400th mile. I laughed a bit, embarrassed, 
but confident nonetheless. "It's a beautiful day," I 
smiled, beholding the cloudless sky. "And looking 
through these windows is just like more television. 
This'll be fun." I didn't even notice the buzzards. 
The cars whizzed past, and I walked up the 
highway's shoulder. With my pride gleaming with 
the glow of adventure, I scoffed at thoughts of stick-
ing my thumb out. Someone will stop, I assured 
myself. After about half mile, sweat pouring off my 
IN LIMBO 
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brow, this weary adventurer stood road-side, sweaty 
thumb pointing north. No one, I trudged on. 
Having climbed an overpass, I looked ahead to see . 
more road and trees. Below, I saw the roof of a barn, 
and decided to seek assistance there. I surveyed my 
course - I needed only to -descend along a rather 
steep embankment, follow a ditch, cross a dirt road, 
and then find help. So !jumped the guardrail-and 
promptly slid down the 50-foot, riddled-with-sand-
spurs-and-cockleburrs embankment on my back, and 
was saved from the stagnant ditch's depths only by 
the presence of mind which lead me to grab hold ofa 
sticker bush in passing. "OUCH!" Looking around, I . 
found myself in what appeared to me a perfect sum-
mer home for hungry reptiles, and I leapt ~bout 75 
feet to the dirt road. · 
Following the road, I soon beheld the barn I'd seen 
from the bridge and read it's sign: Do Nut Inter, Or 
Alse! [EXPLETIVE! EXPLETIVING EXPLETIVE!] I 
decided to take my chances back on the interstate. I 
climbed the -embankment and, at its top, looked 
hatefully upon the road. Begrudgingly, I set to walk-
ing, and then noticed something. "Look at that!" 
I hobbled over to the edge of the road where a 
quarter was shining in the sun. I stooped to pick it up, 
but it had apparently baked into the road. As I 
focused all my worldly energies on making that 
quarter mine, a big LTD careened across two lanes to 
bring me into its sights; H 0 N N N N K ! 
"Aaah!" I screamed, diving back across the rail and 
down the length of the embankment I'd come to know 
so well. By the time I'd climbed back up to the road, 
the car had stopped, and about 20 laughing clowns 
stood beside it. I limped over to them. ''You guys are 
''11111l11,,1 
a little early for Halloween, aren't you?" I sarcasti-
cally asked. You've never seen a pack of clowns get so 
scornful so fast. 
The green-haired driver spoke up. "You want a 
ride or what?" 
We all got in and I thanked them for picking me up. 
"So, what are you clowns doing today?" 
"Oh, mostly just running people off the road. We're 
all retired, so it's just another .Sunday drive for us," 
Tipsy explained. 
"Just ... clowning.around, huh?" I offered, which, it 
appears, wasn't very funny to them: Happy (the 
driver) sent the car into a spin and hit a button which 
simultaneously slapped a pie into my face and then· 
launched me out of the back seat and into a field near 
a gas station. 
I got a ride back to my car, but not before the clowns 
had paid me another visit. Driving home, pestered by 
honking station wagons and buses carrying cheering, 
laughing kids, I thought about the adventure I'd 
created for myself. Later that night, as I stood trying 
to peal the giant red rubber nose and -qi.ouse tail off 
my car, I promised I would never, not for any reason, 
ever run out of gas again. 
By the way, does Superglue ruin car paint? 
(@#%*$#@clowns!) 
by A.S Whitten 
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Attention everybody! The Let's Play Doctor 
• .. Party is Friday at the SCA. The Vet Another 
r:>ateneted SAE Rager starts at 10:00. Con-
grats to the SAE Ball Teams for big victories 
last week. SAE crushed ATO 20-0 to remain 
a contender for the Greek title while the Cudas 
defeated another undefeated ball team, Kass, 
to go to 5-0. Be sure to attend those meetings 
bros or pay the fine. Attitude adjustment is at 
the house on Saturday before the game. 
Phi Delta Theta 
Killer job in FBall Phi Dell's. Car wash 10-2 
Sat. and Sun. at Pig Wig. Halloween Party 
tomorrow Oct. 26 at 8. Costume contest, DJ, 
, Blackout I Call 380-3439 for guest list. PONG 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Football today TKEI vs SPE at 5:00 
The bro's thank their fabulous Iii sisters for the 
wonderful time on the bus to the game-We had 
a blast! 
Pledges-you can 2 cans by tomorrow! Don't 
forget brothers car wash Sat. Be at the house 
at9:00am-Dean & 50. In case you forget guys, 
business meetings Sun. at 6pm. Be there. 
Pregame Party and bus ride with the beautiful 
KA's. Be at the house 4pm Saturday. 
House clean up Friday 5:00pm 
Big game today against Sig Ep 
Let's have everyone out there. 
Hurley & Puddin Say Party on and 
Thank You for your support. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Fantasia was wild! How was Ghost? Kathy, 
what was so funny? Halloween Party Fri. 
8pm. Special Olympics Sat. Meet at canoes 
7:30am. Candy Sale 10/30 & 10131. Who's 
your secret angel? 
Delta Tau Delta 
Had a great time with the Georgia Southern 
Delts; Happy B-day Pat, another week without 
killing yourself. Community service from 9:00 
to 2:00 on Saturday, get in touch with Wayne 
if you are going. Fundraiser is on Sunday so 
there will be no chapter held. Jason will be 
after you! Thanks Dave, good try! Thanks 
KD's for a memorable social! 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Brothers get ready for "The Circle." Sunday 
Oct. 28 10am. ZTA Garter Snatch Fri. night. 
PIKE football dominates as usual. .. Thanks 
Carla and tfte rest of our awesome little 
sisters. 
Kappa Sigma 
Get your costumes ready. for tomorrow night's 
Halloween Fiesta. Prizer will be awarded for 
best costume and remember, no costume, NO 
BREW! Ia: football, get ready to stomp on 
Monday. Pledges keep up the good work and 
everybody study. The B.F. are ruling from the 
wise, grab a smile and pass it around. C-YAI 
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY-
Students, Staff, Faculty all invited. 
God and Creation theme. Student Ctr. 
AM 214, Wed. Noon Dr. Ashmun Brown 
American Production and Inventory Con· 
trol Society 
Don't just graduate with a Diploma I 
Give yourself and extra edge 
-Meet professionals-
-Learn important management skills-
Joi n APICS-Call Mr. Pullin 281-5673 
Angel Flight 
There is a Halloween Party Fri. Call Det. for 
more info. Also the Annual Tea at Capt. 
Cannon's house ftom 2-4. Sunday Dress 
Please. Pledges welcome II Be there. 
TONIGHT 
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES 
PRESENTS 
COACH BERGMAN 
The gr~atest baseball coach 1n the 
history of UCF. 
To be there or not to be there? 
that is not the question. 
JUST BE THERE!! 
Ann & Nancy need a roommate I FINS own 
room, own bath 10 min. from UCF. Quiet but 
fun I Call for more info 677-1841 
Male to share 2bdroom apt 1 mile from UCF. 
$220 + 1/2util. Pool, tennis & laundry on 
premises. ASAP 658-9063 night 658-5116 
day (Lee) 
Roommate wanted for rest of Fall semester 
7mi from UCF $170/mo 677-1516 
Roommates by Nov. 5 312 $137 + 1 /4 util. Call 
Gina 277-1468 or 678-4804. 
Roo~mate wanted. New 2Br 28th Apt. 
Bishop Park 436 & Aloma $315.00 mth. plus 
1/2 utilities. Please call till 3:00pm 646-5089 
831-0158 eves 
Roommate wanted to share 4 bed 3bath 
house 1 O min. from UCF all amenities pos-
sible. Call James 696-5365 
FINS for 2br/2ba wash/dryer $175mo. plus 1 / 
3 utl11ties. Walking distance to UCF must be 
neat, curtious and fun. Call 823-9271 Day and 
Evenings 
F roommate wanted own bdrm share bth 1/3 
utilities located next to XTRA on 436avail. 121 
1 Call 679-1217 
Roommate wanted FoxHunt $125/mo $125 
deposit+ 1 /4 util. Call Alex 273-5476 Must be 
neat. 
Large 212 wtprivate balcony or patio, large 
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask 
about our move-in special 282-5657. 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occu-
pancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967. 
2 bdrm 2.5 bath townhome near UCF no pets 
$450 Prud Gallagher Prop. Call Denis 423-
1627 or 644-5385 
Apts across from UCF. Extras. Move in 
specials! $420-$445 212 balcony some 
washer/dryer, some with new carpet. All 
appliances. 678-7185 
Assume No Qualify, $1500 down. 3yr old 
· 2bdrm 2 1/2 bath. All appliances, washer/ 
dryer, ceiling fans, brand new carpeting. 
Close to UCF. Split $575/mo with roommates 
and still own. Call 658-8075. · 
1982 Dodge Challenger 
5 speed, power steering and 
power brakes. $1,300 080 
Call Matt671-1139 
AM/FM Cass Car Stereo+ Graphic Equalizer, 
Call SVEN 275-3994, $100 
Cassette tapes for sale. DJ going out of 
business. Over 1000 for sale. Music includes 
Progressive, Rock, and Rap. $3.00 each. Call 
Tim at281-7822. Located in Fox Hunt. 
1984 Camaro AT V6 Dark power windows 
68000 mi $2000. 366-3704 
86 Chevy Celebrity good condition $3500 
OBO 857-3123 after 5pm 876-1342 -
1987 Honda CRX Si, 5-speed, 44,000 miles, 
Sunroof, AIC, AM/FM cassette, extd. war-
ranty, $6300 OBO, 658-8556 
1987 Toyota Tercel, 2 door, new brakes/tires, 
AM/FM/cassette with equalizer, cloth seats 
647-8036 
83 Shelby Charger 5 spd new paint, brakes & 
tires exc. cond. $2500 
298-0413 L vg Msg 
Nissan 200SX 1984, Auto, Power 
Package, sunroof, clean. $3495 380-3886 
A TIE NT ION: Excellent income 
for home assembly work. 
504-646-1700. DEPT. P307 
Help Wanted for Winter Park Apt 
community. Some sales exp:-helpft11-
20hrs. per week great starting pay-
opportunity for advancement. Call 
671-4001 
Childcare for newborn baby, partime MWF 
8am-12pm, my home, Alta. Springs Refer-
ences Required 862-9531 ' 
Looking for easygoing roommate to share 2br/ 
2bth apt near UCF. $250/mo. + 1/2 utilities 
include WID, pool, racquetball & more. Call 
Joan, 823-9949 for more info. 
Female roommate to share house with young 
prof. Female close to campus. Includes W/D, 
Microwave, Answering Mach., Etc ... $2251/3 
util. 365-1457 
RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and 
typesetting services. For details, call Resume 
House's 24 hour information line at 904-371-
6769. 
Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684 
JMJ LIFE CENTER, 603 Virginia Dr. 
Free pregnancy test & referrals. 
898-5751 
EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 366-
0538. 
WORDMASTERS 277·9600 
One mile from UCF campus. 
All student documents and·resumes. Same 
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD 
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser 
printing. 
Fast * Professional* Accurate 
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call 
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs 
KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735 
FRENCH: TYPING/TUTORING 568-1219' 
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal 
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045 
Fast, ·accurate typing. While-U-Wait & same 
day service avail. 895-7189 
Term papers typed $1.50 per page 
Call Ally Fast/Accurate! 281-4642 
TERM PAPERS - Professionally 
wordprocessed by GRB Enterpnses-
experienced staff. Student Discount 
678-5048 
ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, pro-
posals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup & deliv-
ery. 695-1917 
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872 . 
AFTER 9PM;ALSO WEEKENDS 
Telephone service without a telephone-never 
miss a call-pick up messages from any phone 
any time with your Erivate voice mail box. 
Unlimited calls. No equipment investment, no 
phone company deposits or credit checks. 
Immediate service available as low as $9.951 
mo. Call 1-800-741-3001, Ext. 5615 anytime 
Cute, but shy fun loving SWM24yrs. is seeking 
a nice SWF to get to know and spend time with. 
I enjoy swimming, sailing, movies, romance. 
Take a chance you won't regret it. LH 
00055 
Brett, how dare you lie to me! Him? That's not 
who I talked tol Meet me in the Univ. D1n1g 
Room @ 8pm tonight for "The Shark" Michael 
Levine, Ex director of the DEA. Be there I B 
Tito:l'm sorry! I know it's a lame thing to say, 
but it's the only thing I can say. Let me make 
it up to you. Name the time and place and your 
wish is my command. Luv Jessy. 
Barbarita Feliz Compleanos Davisito 
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The Central Florida Future October 25, 1990 11 
On Tuesday, October 30th, the ua Computer Sto~ and Apple Coinputer 
D will be hosting 1he Classic Event. . · Iii 
U1is GIANf Tent/Truck sale will be. on the ua Green between lOam and 4pm. 
We will have the new Macs on hand for immediate delivery and 
II · financing will be· available. 
Payment must be made by isa or a 
. . 
· · . Cashier's Check Only. No Personal Checks. 
~-························································ 
·••·············•·········································· 
·•••··•·••••·•·•··•·••••••··••···•·····•·•····•··••········ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
BUyer must have a valid UCF LD. 
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· Basketba1-1 season -returns 
so have a cup of coffee 
111111111111 
The other morning I sat down with the daily 
sports section and a . cup of coffee and I was 
happy to have a quiet moment to study the 
boxscores and highlights. That was until I 
looked at the clock and realized I had to act 
quickly. I had to lose the sports section in favor 
of an accounting textbook and make a dash for 
my morning class. 
I had been right in the middle of a column 
that pointed out what an opportune time it was 
to talk about basketball. 
It said major·league baseball had just ended 
and in exciting fashion (if you like upset spe-
cials or are a Cinncinatti fan) and football was 
already in mid season. The columnist wanted to 
talk .about my favorite sport and I was starting 
·to get into it. 
Just one week earlier I was fortunate enough 
to attend the Orlando Magic's pre-season 
opener, a game against the San Antonio Spurs. 
The NBA action was fantastic and I got to 
meet The Spurs' all-universe center David 
Robinson. The Magic won the gam~ and their 
rookie Dennis Scott had a big debut. Also, I got 
to see Mr. Robinson partake in some monster 
slam dunks. It was a perfect night. 
My thoughts then turned to another basket-
ball team, the one at UCF. The Running 
Knights are about to start their seventh season 
in NCAA Division I and their first as a._ member 
of the American South Conference. 
It's going to be another tough year for the 
Knights, who are in the process of building a 
team that can compete at the Division I level. 
Being a charter member of the American 
- South isn't going to make it any easier on UCF. 
I began to think the Knights and the Magic 
had a few thipgs in common. Both are in new 
conferences. The Magic will play in the NBA's 
Western conference for the first time this year. 
·They will play teams like the Lakers and Spurs 
when it counts. 
"We have our work cut out for us. There will 
be more traveling for us, and to the West Coast, 
where we'll play some outstanding teams." 
Coach Matt Goukas said. 
The Knights will also have their work cut out 
for them when they travel to universities such 
as New Orleans, SW Loisiana, Arkansas State 
and Lamar, all of which have established Divi-
sion I basketball programs. This years' media 
guide lists this season as one of the most diffi-
cult in UCF basketball history. 
So what do the UCF basketball fanatics have 
to look forward to? 
"I think we will be a fun team to watch," UCF 
basketball Coach J oeDean said. ''We will play a 
full-court, up-tempo game," Dean said. "We're 
PHOTOGRAPH 
Two Categories: 
Photojournalism 
Art ' 
CFF FILE PHOTO 
Brinda Green will return to the Lady Knights 
this year as basketball practice begins. 
trying to make a name for ourselves and we wili 
do it with an aggressive style with players that 
will give 110 percent every night." 
UCF fans can count on the exciting play of 
center Ken Leeks, who will surely deliver some 
highlight film plays. 
''The Knights may not win as many games as 
I would like, but I'm looking forward to seeing 
Leeks get some slams," UCF senior engineer-
ing student Stephen Klein ·said. 
Leeks was good for more than one slam per 
contest last year as he led the Knights in 
scoring and rebounding with 15 points per 
game and 9 rebounds. UCF will also look to get 
some help from incoming recruit Sinua Phil-
lup, who pushed Leeks _in preseason drills to 
· help the Knights better last season's 7-21 rec-
ord. 
Hopefully, UCFfans will be as patient as the 
Magic fans, who have continued to support the 
team ·as shown by pre-season turnouts for 
Magic games. 
~ ive a fui! page 
ral Florida Fu tu re 
~orking professionals !n the field 
31st. at the Future office 
- - -·· · ·- - - ·- -----· -- -----·-- - ---
COMEDIC ACTORS 
_We're Looking for Not-So-Serious, Serious_Actor s! 
If you havt: the: talt:nt to tickle: our funny bo ne:, wc:' ll g ivt: yo u the: opportunity to pt:rfonn with 
the·world as your audiC:"nce. at tht: Wn lt Oisnt"y World,. Rt:s<:>rt , near O rla ndo, Florida . 
Whetht:r you takt: on a role with tht: rennissa nc:e style Street .Theatre at EPCO~ Center, the 
Improvisational theatre at the Pleasun:· bla nd Comedy Warehouse:, a s a Master of CeremonJt:s for 
the Monster Sound Show and Supe1sfa r TeleL'L</on or a "Strec:tmosphere" actor at Disney-MGM 
Studios Theme Park. you'll find rh:n Wah Di; nt:y Wm ld Co. truly rewards your ta lent. 
For starters, reht";1rsnls nrt: paid '1t full ~llhi ry . We :1 ls<:> providt: relocation assista nce , health and 
dental benefits, paid vacations a nd sic.:k day for full-timt: cast members, plus employee discounts. 
Positions art: full-time i:mploymt:nr. o n a ont:-year contract bt:ginning Spring, 1991 . 
Requirement.": Applic:i nts mu st be .i t l t:a~'t agt: lS. Bring a non-retumablt: photo and resume. 
Prepare a o~e-mlnutt: , not-so-sc:rkn1., co mic mo n<>loguc: to best display your comic flair . 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
Saturday, November 3 
The Peabody Orlando 
Cypress Room-Mezzanine Level · 
9801 International Drive 
Eligible Performers Sign Up 9am 
Open Call Sign Up lpm 
Callback Sunday, November 4 
If you have qut"~lon s. <::111 Wa lt Dlsnc::y World Aud it ion infonnatlo n at 407/345-5701, 
Monday - Fricby. 1-0:t m · 4pm . Eastern time. 
All fu ll-lime ei1turlairwrs umplo1'<'d h1' lVc1/t Diml!J' World Cc>. am covered under the terms and 
condition .. o; of" n1llct..' fi1 ;e l>t.1 1~tJi11i11g ttgra«mtL.tt1fuiitb Actc1r's Equity Association. 
******************** 
* . ~ y:oT>~~t'oN~ ~ I~ ~. ,::,::~}i,~f ;,:,,,_' '11 ~ \ 
4919 W. COLONIAL DRIVE 
ORLANDO, FL 299-8180 
,#~~jJifl~i,, 
THE'' ..IRIETATIONS 
~:::: . ··:;::~:~~~:::~ .. 
\ GEORGE WESLEY 
' &. i THE IRIETATIONS 
I 
On the lost leg Of Their 1990 
North American Tour 
Sponsored By: 
/l'L}~~~ 
, ' 
THURSDAY, NOV. lST 1990 
SHOWTIME 9 P.M. SHARPI 
OPEN BAA • FAEe'=eaoMbTIQNAL GIVEAWAYS 
REGGREI 
FOR MORE INFOaMATION CALL 
MERV - aa172s3 . 
. . . .-.-:~. 
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• BATGIRLS WANTED 
The UCF baseball team is 
looking for batgirls for the 
1991 season. Applications can 
be obtained in Coach Jay 
Berman's office in the Wayne 
Densch_ Sports Center. For 
more information, call 823-
2261. 
• WUCF SPORTS NEWS 
show at 1 p.m. on 89.9 FM. 
• TELEVISION KNIGHT 
The UCF football game 
against Southern Illinois will 
be on CV-32 Saturday at 7 p.m. 
The game will also be ·on 580-
WDBO-AM and 89.9-WUCF-
FM. John Anthony does the 
play-by-play on WDBO. 
Lady Knights will close out its 
season with games against 
Creighton at 2 p.m. Saturday 
and the Universtiy of Massa-
chusetts at 1 p.m. Sunday. 
Massachusetts' coach is for-
mer UCF soccer Coach Jim 
Rudy. Both teams are ranked 
in the top 20. UCFneeds to win 
its remaining games to have a 
chance at post-season play. 
Orlando Magic television 
announcer Chip Carey will be 
the guest Monday on WUCF 
Sports Forum. Sports director 
Pat Hernan hosts the weekly 
·•SOCCER 
_ The UCF women's soccer 
team has three games left 
beginning with today's game 
·against Colgate at 3 p.m. The 
The men's team played 
Wednesday night at Jackson-
ville and will wrap up its sea-
son against Rollins, Florida 
Atlantic and Eckerd. 
. UCF THEATRE 
COSTUME RENTAL HOURS .FOR l+IALLO.WEEN 
MONDA y ocr 22 ............................. 9-llAM & 1-SPM 
TUESDAY OCT 23 ................................................. 3-SPM 
WEDNESDAY OCT 24 ....................... 9-llAM & 1-SPM 
THURSDAY OCT 25 .............................................. 3-SPM 
FRIDAY OCT 26 .................................. 9-llAM & 1-SPM 
MONDAY OCT 29 .............................. 9-llAM & 1-SPM 
TUESDAY OCT 30 ................................................. 3-SPM 
CLOSED .OCTOBER 31 
Most costumes will rent for $5.00. Some more elaborate outfits will cost more. Be prepare,d to pay 
by check and present a valid UCF Identification Card at time of rental. Costumes must be returned 
cleaned. The costume shop is room 116 of the University ~heatre. 
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT 
T4N·FASTIQUE .TANNING SAL_ON 
' . 
ACR.OSS FROM UCF 
SPECIAL 
(Coupon Necessary) 
ri----------------1 2 small, 2 Item pizzas -
I $5.99 . 
Expires 11/3/90 ~~-------------~ I 2 large, 2 item pizzas 
L $7 .99 . Expires 11 /3/90 
----------------381-0577 •• 2 Slices of pizza w/1 item & 32 oz. 
- Drink $2.99 
UCF TEAM DENTIST . <JJ ~ s .::=-~ 
Our UCF Back to School 
Good knight Offer! 
$1 o Check-up includes: 
~ Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays • 
·Offer good vvith V~~id UCF l.D. Only 
. : 
282-2101 
·THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON REsPo:-<s1aLE FOR 
PAYMENTHASARIGHTTO REFUSETOPAY.CANCELPAYMENT 
OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY Ol}lER SERV.ICE. 
eXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PER~ORMED AS A 
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE 
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE. DISCOUNTED FEE. OR RE-
DUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR. TREATMENT. 
EXPIRES 1-1/23/90 
GOOD ON INITIAL VISIT ONLY 
11776 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Aiafaya Village Shopping Center 
(Corner of H"vy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.) 
I 
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many teams to five games will 
be in our favor," Fill said. 
FROM PAGE 16 UCF will host Rollins at 7 :30 p.m. on Oct. 29 in the UCF 
gym for its final tune-up before 
The final American South the third minitournament. 
minitournamentwillbeNov. 3 "Both matches on Sunday 
-4 at Pan American Univer- felt great. We played like the 
sity. - UCF team we know. The team 
"I feel if we can stick it out, we have in practice is different 
we still have a chance to com- than the team we've been 
pete in the championship tour- showing in matches. Having 
nament. If there is a tie for the extra week will help." 
fourth, the fact that we took so 
Brfare}ou 
dmect... . 
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. , . GET IN SHAPE WITH : 
0 R L: . A N 0 0 I 
FIT-SSS CO-~!SGTIOLC · I 
. . I 
TOTAL FITNESS FACILITY FOR 
MEN&WOMEN 
* FREE WEIGHTS 
* PERSONALIZED 
TRAINING 
* SPRINT CIRCUIT 
TRAINING 
* SUNTAN BEDS 
* SELF DEFENSE CLA5.5FS 
*CHILDCARE 
*AEROBICS 
* CARDIOVASCULAR 
TRAINING 
* PRIVATE LOCKERS 
&SHOWERS 
* BODY BUILDING 
* WEIGHT L05.5 
* FITNESS TESTING 
CALL NOW FOR . 
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES 
- 6615 E. Colonial Drive 
-8rlando, Fl. 32807 
COUPON NOT VALID 
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
658-8000" 
*MUST PRESENT 
THIS COUPON & 
STUDENT l.D. 
I 
L----------------~-~ 
What Out Students 
' . 
· Do The Night Before 
TheLSAT · · 
On the day of the l.SAT, you want to be well rested; prepared 
and confident. 
Stanley H. Kaplan PreprM for the l.SAT will give you the 
preparation you will need to score your best: live insnuction, 
practice testing, a home study pack, proven test-taking strategies, 
our Test Your Bestr"' guarantee and loads of confidence. 
Ca~ us toda)r. We make the LSAT easy to take. 
I STANLEY H. KAPIAN 
~Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 
3403 Technological Ave. 
Tech Plaza 
· Orlando, Fl. 32817 
(407) 273-7111 
Prep and Test Your Best are trademarks of Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Ltd. 
',- '141 tne Centfal Flofida itutofe · OCtbMr 2s, , 9~o 
PREVIEW· 
FROM PAGE 16 
Smith said. 
Once again the Knights' 
starting quarterback is open to 
speculation. · 
"The player-s on this team 
deserve better than what 
they've been getting," McDow-
ell said. 
Jones, the starting quarter-
back at the beginning of the 
season, was not able to prac-
tice Monday because of a 
bruised sternum suffered in 
the game against Georgia 
Southern. ~ 
"We would start Rudy, but if 
ATTENDANCE 
FROM PAGE 16 
who is 7, at the game, and if I 
thought there was a problem 
they wouldn't have been 
there," M~owell said. 
he can't play, I don't know who 
will," McDowell said. 
Contrary to UCF's quarter-
back problem, Southern Illi-
nois has a very stable starting 
quarterback. 
"Our problem has been giv-
ing the 'quarterback time," 
Smith said. "We will still 
throw the ball. We want to 
throw it 50 or 60 times a 
game-if we get it that much." 
McDowell said he is wary of 
the Southern Illinois passing 
game. 
"If their passing game is on, 
it's going to be a high scoring 
game," said McDowell. 
Coming into Saturday's 
game the UCF qefense has 
given up an average of 99.6 
yards per game in tne air. 
The one home game which 
has not been rained on has an 
attendance of 22,462. The fol-
lowing two games had a com-
bined attendance of22,313. In 
the three home games this 
ye~r, uqFis averaging15,287. 
· The ability to read is a pre~ious gift. 
And the gift is one you can give. .-
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of Amenca. 
Call 856-4364 for more information. 
Your UCF Class Ring is on Sale 
Every Friday! 
Bring.this coupon to ITS ACADEMIC and l80ehle huge savtngs 
on the puTChue of your JOSTENS gold UCF college ting. 
$100.00 off the price of your 18K gold ring 
$50.00 off the price of your 14K gold ring 
IT'S ACADEMIC 
in the University Shoppes 
" Phone: 658-4612 
Jost~ns, there is a difference. Look for it! 
Oftw• llw D....iter31 111110 
~APRo~S 
-4¥:.:over a challenging 
• future with opportunities to 
advance. Serve your country 
while you serve your career with: 
•great pay and benefits 
• normal working hours 
• complete medical and de~tal 
care 
• 30 days vacation with pay per 
year 
Find out how to qualify as an Air 
Force professional. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
10LlrFREE 1-800-423-USAF 
Don't get wrecked. If you're not 
sober-or you're not sure-
let someone else do the driving 
A message pro,ided by this newspaper 
:111d Beer Drinkers of Amenca 
**•i**\ ~ * 
* ®~ BEER DRINKERS 
OF AMERICA 
' PARTY•SMART 
National Headquarters 
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
7i41557-2337 
1-800-441-2337 
lk1'r l>rmkt:rs of ~nwnc-J 1s a non-profit rnnsunwr memhcr.;h1p 
orwu111.:mon c~x·n onil tu perwns mer till' ant' of !I 
NOW OPEN ••• 
SHAMROCK BEVERAGE 
UNIVERSI1Y SHOPPES 
' ' 
NEXT TO UCF CREbIT UNION 
SUIT 
CASE 7.99, 
STORE HOURS 
MON-SAT 
lO:OOam -
2:00aln 
SUNDAY 
-1 :OOpln-8:.00pm 
BUSCH 
.BEER 
12223 UNIVERSITY BLVD. AT UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO THE UCF CREDIT UNION 
' 
• 
• 
• 
, 
•· 
,. 
• 
• 
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• LADY'S BASKETBALL 
The Orlando Recreation 
· Bureau will host its first 
Women's Winter Basketball 
League. Play will begin Dec. 3. 
Games are scheduled from 7 
p.m. to 10 p.m. each Monday at 
the Smith Center and each 
Wednesday at the Downtown 
Recreational Center. 
For more information, con-
tact Larry McCalley at ( 407) 
246-2288, ext. 34, or James 
Seyers at (407) 291-7308. 
• MAGIC HAPPENINGS 
Tickets are available for the 
Orlando Magic's last home exi-
bition game of the year at 7:30 
p.m. Saturday at the Orlando 
Arena against the Miami 
Heat. Tickets are $23, $1 7, $12 
and $8 . 
.and Nov. 17 against Indiana. 
Tickets for these games are 
$17. Tickets can be purchased 
at the Arena Box Office and 
through Ticketmaster. To or-
der tickets by phone, call (407) 
839-3900. 
Regular seas6n games at • HOCKEY RETURNS 
the Arena begin Nov. 3 against Hockey r·eturns to the 
the Charlotte Hornets. Other Orlando Arena Dec. 18-19 in 
games are Nov. 6 against the USA-USSR Challenge 
Cleveland, Nov. 13 against Series. Both games start at 
Dallas, Nov. 15 against Utah . 7:30 p.m. Tickets went on sale 
Oct. 20at10 a.m. and are $20, 
----------------,----------. $17.50 and $15. Tickets can be 
11:00 A.M. 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS 
purchased at the Arena Box 
Office or at Ticketmaster. To 
order by phone, call ( 407) 839-
3900. 
•SKATEAWAY 
The Professional Figure 
SUNDAY 2 8 1 4 4 3 8 Skating Championship comes 
- · 1.. · to the Orlando Arena at 7 :30 ~~ S 0 L . t.~' p.m. Dec. 15 and 2 p.m. Dec. l-) ~(~ 16. Scheduled to appear are ------------_./~"::::-:.J;J~ ".' Katarina Witt, Elizabeth msirn::xJ~rottt1 · 1m~~ ... ~~··., ,i_:tr-,w;,.~~ Manley, Natalie and Wayne 
, ~'nci.r.; - · ~tt~mfl.,.\J'.!}fi~~:~·:-:~"':~~...:-~~ ... '.t:::' ..:<:~ Sebold and Scott Hamilton. ~~~ \._~~ · Tickets are $25 and $18:50 
Srf. J.QSEPJI'S ~(1,, r~ •CHRISTMASSCHOOL 
CA'l,I-IOLIC Cl-! U l"Cl·I Soccer and baseball schools l- · will be held at Rollins College 
Sat. Vigil Ivlass G:UU P.Ivl. 
Sunday Tvlasses 
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Nuu11 
during the Christmas break . 
, The Gentral Florida Future October 2&, 1990 :•S 
Mchael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The soccer school will run from 
9 a.m:until noon Dec. 26-29 for 
boys and girls ages 7-17. The 
instructor will be Rollins soc-
cer Coach Dave Fall. The cost 
is $80. Class size is limited. All 
sessions will be at Sandspur 
Field on Fairbanks Avenue. 
The baseball school will be 
held Dec. 26-31 at Alfond Sta-
A LITTLE STEP AND KICK 
k"d!~!im~~mif~llBl:zrmlm;B;~:1m"J~~~mi.1~~~1Qiflmr.i~ dium on Orange Avenue. The 
Rene Creighton gains control of the bal1 in the exhibition against 
Bethune-Cookman. UCF has three games remaining. 
.l/.O ••· cost will be $80. 
PERCENTAGE OF PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT SADD 
CAB:::: 
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD 
TICKETS· Unfortunately, tickets for the show 
• have run out. Stop by the "Pontiac 
Excitement Center'' from 11-3 Nov. 
1 and 2 on the green where 1 O pairs 
of tickets will be given away. 
US.CONCEPTSINC. 
Friday, 
November 2, 1990 
8:00 p.m. 
SCA 
Look for the PONTIAC EXCITEMENT CENTER 
and check out the latest PONTIAC cars. Win 
tickets, t-shirts and enter a sweepstakes for a 
chance to win a PONTIAC Sunbird Convertible. 
. " 
.,. -.. 
;.~' 
Running game still leads UCF's offense 
by D. Scott Hoilman 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF has a hard game to 
recover frQm after Saturday's 
38-1 7 loss at the Citrus Bowl to 
Georgia Southern. UCF will 
try to recover when they meet 
the Southern Illinois Univer-
sity this weekena. 
The Knights' offense was 
unable to overcome the five 
turnovers, which led to 24 of 
the Eagles' 38 points. UCF's 
Travis Peeples threw three 
interceptions and Rudy Jones 
added one as the }\nights' 
search for consistency at quar-
terback continues. 
"The surprise to me is that 
UCF was able to move the ball 
as effectively as we did.against 
Georgia Southern," UCF 
Coach Gene McDowell said. 
"We've got a lot of good people 
on this team and they're not 
going to let a setback slow 
them down." 
UCF racked up more than 
400 yards and had 27 first 
downs in last week's game. 
The Knights gained 242 yards 
on the ground and were led by 
Mark Giacone's 123 yards. 
At 2-6, the Salukis should 
not be the same challenge the 
defending national champion 
Eagles were. 
"This team has been deci-
mated by injuries recently," 
Southern lllinois Coach Bob 
see PREVIEW page 14 
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Willie Britton (77) grabs Georgia Southern quarterback Raymond Gross ... 
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
... and slams him to the ground for a loss. Britton had 3 tackles behind the line of scrimmage. 
Lady Knights continue to st ruggle in-ASC 
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Shannon Pack (8) and Linda Santiago attempt to block a shot 
during a game against South Florida. 
,by Jay Rutenkroger 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF volleyball team experienced deja-
vu Saturday and Sunday as it again went 1-3 at 
the second American South minitournament. 
The Lady Knights' overall record dipped 
below .500at11-12, with a 2-6 record in confer-
ence action. Play started on Saturday with UCF 
facing the top two teams in the conference last 
season, Arkansas State and New Orleans. 
Saturday was the day for sweeps. The Lady 
Knights could identify with the Oakland A's as 
UCF was swept by both Arkansas State and 
New Orleans. Arkansas State won 15-3, 15-7 
and 15-4. New Orleans took the second match 
by scores of 15-10, 15-13and15-11. 
On Sunday, the Lady Knights were trying to 
avenge losses against Lamar and Southwest 
Louisiana. 
"We didn't play well against Arkansas State 
and New Orleans. We played great against 
Lamar, but the rally scoring didn't go our [way J. 
We enjoyed one of our best matches . of the 
season against Southwest Louisiana," junior 
setter Kathy Fill said. 
The last time UCF played Lamar, it was 
swept by the Lady Cardinals. The rematch was 
much different. UCF took the first game 15-13. 
Lamar rebounded to upend the Lady Knights 
15-6and15-8. In game four, UCF squeezed out 
a 16-14 win. Lamar won the match in the decid-
ing game, 15-8. 
The rally scoring that Fill spoke of was de-
signed · to make volleyball matches move 
f ll.l!lli!:.J.~f li1i111'i:1!1f iliili 
6. UCF 2-6 11-12 
quicker and limit player fatigue. Rally scoring 
is simply when anything happens-a side out, 
faulty serve, etc ... -and results in a point. 
UCF succeeded in avenging a loss to South-
west Louisiana. The Lady Knights gained their 
second conference win over the Lady Cajuns. 
The victory required five tight games. South-
west Louisiana won games one and three, 15-9 
and 16-14 respectively. UCF defeated the Lady 
Cajuns 15-8 in game two, 15-10 in game four 
and 17-15 in game five. 
In the current conference standings, the 
Lady Knights are in sixth place but trail the two 
teams tied for fourth, Louisiana Tech and 
Southwest Louisiana, by only one game. The 
top four teams will compete in the conference 
championship tournament. 
see V·BALL page 13 
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. I I I just a phone call away 
by Nick Conte 
(beep) 
"Hi, I'm Debbie. I have blond hair, blue eyes and a 
slim build. I like to jog. I am into theater, quiet 
dinners and good conversation. Please, no players!. 
My number is ... " 
re you tired of 
blowing coin 
at singles 
bars? Well 
your prayers 
maybe just a 
......._ __ ___. phone call 
away. It's known as Dial 
Dating artd its purpose is to 
link together lonely folks 
from the local area. It's a lot 
like cruising, only you don't 
have to go to a "cheesy" disco-
multiplex to participate. 
The partnership of AIDS 
and inflation have drastically 
changed the dating scene in 
the last decade. The number 
of lust-filled Americans 
crowding singles ffars is 
·falling. Most just can't afford 
to go out anymore. The 
beauty .of Dial Dating-is that 
you can do the same thing 
you would do at a bar, only 
you can do it in the privacy of 
your own home, in your old 
worn out boxer shorts, if you 
dare. Compared to the cover 
•t@t11 .. tgfo1 .. 1.;ciji·SM.§t}Jfh·• 
:r' i -( 
• 
charges at most places, the 
Dial-a-Date charges are 
reasonable . 
(beep) 
'Tm Kerrie. I am a 23-year-
old black woman. I am new to 
the area and am interested in 
meeting a white man. I enjoy 
guys who have a sense of 
humor. You can reach me 
at. .. " 
The system works like 
this. The phone numbers are 
listed in the Classified 
section of the newspaper. 
There are several different 
services, but most of them 
play by the same set of rules. 
You dial a 900 number and 
are charged about $2 for the 
ca)l. You have the option of 
either listening to people 
who hav~ already left 
recorded messages or you 
can leave your very own. You 
simply press in a code on 
your touch tone phone and 
Voila! You 're listening to 
sweet babes, and the best 
part is you don't even have to 
buy them a drink to do it. 
After listening to a few of 
these messages, I couldn't 
help but feel like a deranged 
voyeur. The messages that 
are pre-recorded sound as 
natural as political 
candidates on the election 
trail. One 
see DATING page 3 
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"Company" arouses· opposite emotions 
by Terri Francis 
W atchlng the Rollins College production of Stephen Sondheim's omedy/musical 
"Company" brought a conflict of two 
emotions: annoyance and enjoy-
ment. 
"Company" is the story of Robert, 
who is experiencing a conflict of em-
otions himself. He would like to be 
married, but he can't bring himself to 
do it. 
The situation isn't helped any by 
Robert's friends, all of whom are 
married, yet none of whom are 
certain about the institution in 
which they find themselves. Robert's 
main hang:.up is: "Once you've been 
married you can never not be 
married again." 
"Company" is not a coherant essay 
in which one can recognize a logical 
progression of thoughts. In other 
words, there's no identifiable plot. 
"Company" is more an exploraqon 
of the bliss, frustration, sadness and 
joy that marriage is. · 
"Company" is 
adequetly performed 
by a 18-member 
cast, including a 
four-member 
backstage choir. 
Christopher 
Gasti, a 1984 Rollins 
Honors Graduate, 
stars as Robert. 
Gasti has recently 
ended a run in the 
title role of Walt 
Disney Company's 
L.A. production of 
"Dick Tracy." 
At first Gasti 
seemed a little too 
"Hollywood" for this 
"Winter Park" aud-
ience, but he settled 
in nicely. 
For example, Robert asks one of 
his married friel).ds ifhe's sorry he got 
married. The friend responds, 
"You're. sorry-grateful/Regretful-
happy /Why look for answers wl)en 
none occur?/You'll always be what 
you always were/Which has nothing 
to do with, all to do with her." 
Through the first 
act, the music 
conducted by David 
Patrick was so loud 
that much_ of the 
great singing on 
stage came out 
muffled to the 
audience. This was 
corrected in the 
second act. 
No qualms are to 
be had with the 
The Annie Russell Theatre will present the .musical comedy, \\Company," 
through Oct. 28. Pictured: C.~asti, R. Nannen, T. Howard and J. Rhodes. 
"Company's" exploration does not 
end with Robert discovering that he 
should "settle down" as his friends' 
would have liked. Rather it resolves 
that each man or woman must find 
his own way. 
music in "Company." This stuff is 
great! It used to be that theater-goers 
didn't like Sondheim's music 
because the tunes weren't 
"hummable." They didn't listen. Or if 
they were listening, they may have 
been hearing the Rollins Players. 
All of the solo piece~ were only 
sufficiently performed with the 
exception of Gasti and "Joanne," 
played by Latasha Dashawn Clarke. 
which may. have been missing 
somewhat from other members of 
the cast. But then, he's a 
professional. 
Now, Clarke's performance as 
The Rollins College production of 
The last song, "Being Alive," is 
performed by Gasti. In it he shows 
depth, both as a singer and an actor, 
_,,.,_,_ 
see COMPANY page 4 
ZZ Top ·plays blues at -Orlando Hard Rock Cafe 
by Josiah Baker . 
ZZ Top at the Hard Rock C a f e ! 
That's right, the three-
man Southern boogie 
blues band from 
Houston, Texas, 
showed up on the spur 
of the moment to play 
at the Hard Rock 
Thursday night. ZZTop 
is known for its multi-
p laJin um albums 
"Eliminator" (1983) 
and "Afterburner" 
(1985). 
After its 1986 tour, 
the group took a break 
but has now unveiled 
its new · album 
"Recycler," which has 
already reached 
number one. 
The band, composed 
"Knock On Wood" 
and "634-5789"; 
Little Milton, 
singer/ guitarist · 
whose current hit 
, is "Too Much Pain"; 
Willie Cobbs, who 
wrote the classic 
"You Don't Love 
Me"; and Memphis . 
musician Robert 
Johnson . all 
performed during 
the three-hour 
concert. 
After a three year hiatus, ll Top is back with a new album and a 
worthy cause to lend its support to. 
of Frank Beard .. 
bassist Dusty Hill and 
guitarist Billy Gibbons, 
decided to make an 
evening stop in 
Orlando this week to appear 
at a blues benefit party at the 
Hard Rock Cafe for the Delta 
Blues Museum in 
Clarksdale, Miss. Z:Z Top has 
been "spearheading" this 
effort to preserve America's 
homegrown music since 
April 1988. 
It was . a major 
press event 
because ZZ Top 
plans to start its 
world tour in the 
immediate future. 
When asked if they 
follow a large stage 
act like The Rolling 
Stones did last 
year, Dusty Hill 
said that they 
would try to mix 
their blues with 
visual effects "to get 
The group had visited 
Muddy Water's childhood 
home in 1987, which was a 
cabin several miles outside of 
Clarksdale, only to discover 
that it was to be condemned 
as a county hazard. 
ZZ Top managed with the 
help of other benefactors to 
save. the old cabin from 
destruction. ZZ Top has 
committed itself to the Delta 
Blues Museum project since 
that time in various fund-
rasing activities through 
benefit concerts, selling 
souveniers and making 
special appearences. But as 
Billy Gibbons said, "First 
you've got to get something to 
give." 
After several multi-
platinum albums and 20 
years of success, ZZ Top has 
been giving back to the blues 
what they got by raising 
money for the Clarksdale 
Museum and creating an 
awareness for the need to 
preserve America's 
homestlye music. 
The blues seems to be a 
feeling, a sense· of emotion, 
that is shared by all people. 
Legendary blues artists, 
such as Lonnie Mack, the 
guitarist who recorded 
"Memphis"; Eddie Floyd, the 
singer /writer who recorded 
the -. younger 
audiences more 
acquainted." It was the first 
performance that Z:Z Top has 
made in Orlando for several 
years and tickets sold out 
quickly. 
ZZ Top member Dusty Hill 
said that after its last tour 
the group decided to rest. 
"The rest ended up being 
longer than we expected. We 
did some things with Back To 
The Future." 
ZZ Top guitarist Billy 
see ZZ TOP page 4 
The Charts 
Week ending Oct. 20, 1990. 
Modem Rock Tr<JX 
1. "Never Enough" 
The Cure 
2. "Merry Go Round" 
The Replacements 
3."l'm Free" 
The Soup Dragons 
4. "Been Caught Stealing" 
Jane· s Addiction 
5."Sulcide Blonde" 
INXS 
Hot 100 Singles 
1. "I Don't Have .Jhe Heart" 
James Ingram 
2. "Black Cat" 
Janet Jackson 
, 3. "Praying For Time" 
George Michael 
4. "Ice Ice Baby" 
Vanilla Ice 
5. "Close To You" 
Maxi Priest 
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Book offers tips on proper mannerisms 
By Christine Hobby 
From the mind of Rolling Stone's wacky, 
irreverant Foreign Affairs Edit.or P .J. O'Rourke 
comes an etiquette manual for the masses. 
"Modern Manners An Etiquette Book for Rude 
People" (Atlantic Monthly Press, $8.95) has all the 
trappings of a standard manners handbook, 
including advice on funerals and dating. 
"Recent widows or widowers should not take a 
date to the funeral," the book states. It also 
touches on the proper use of eating utensils:· 
laugh at something. 
The international journalist. who in a recent 
Rolling Stone article compared Iraq, Kuwait, 
Jordon, Syrta and so forth to "quarrels with 
borders," brings his peculiar, self-indulgent and 
often brilliant insights to more domestic issues in 
Modern Manners. 
O'Rourke gives advice on: . 
Fabricating . an interesting family 
background - The notion that our behavior is 
determined by our ancestors is untrue, O'Rourke 
asserts. 
" ... Start at the outside of the 
stuff lying around your plate 
and work inward ... Stop when 
you get to the. ·saltcellar, 
however, and don't use this to 
scoop up bites of sherbet. 
That's bound to look stupid." 
"If our behavior were really 
mmmm-.~•••••••·.,;::r:.,.,. :-g, .,.,.,r::;.,.,,,.9,... determined by our ancestors, 
You '11 never find some of 
O'Rourke's chapters in a 
Judith Krantz column. 
O'Rourke tells us why LSD is 
more impractical than 
impolite. 
" .. .It can be difficult to 
observe the niceties of 
etiquette when you're being 
chased down the street by a 
nine-headed cactus demon," 
and how to speakfake French, 
as in "Soir of the Living Dead" and "Drinks on the 
Maison!" · 
According to O'Rourke, since the world is in 
such horrid disarray, and morals have all gone out 
the window, the issue of which fork to use for the 
oysters may be the only thing wecan care about. 
No -institution ·or tradition is left sacred in 
"Modern Manners," which is a fitting title to 
O'Rourke, who says that none of them are in real 
life either. 
O'Rourke fills 280 pages with hilarious 
sarcastic commentary, and while you may be 
offended at most of it, you 're definitely going to 
HAPPY HOUR . 
. ·tii{1 P.H. 
·:··oAiLY· 
•• _.:· f 
we'd all act like amqebas. We'd 
eat by osmosis and reproduce 
by division, meaning we'd 
smear food all over our bodies 
at dinner and have sex by 
throwing ourselves under a 
train." 
Divorce ""'."" "Naturally, 
children must be considered 
in a divorce - considered 
valuable pawns in the nasty · 
legal and financial contest that 
is about to ensue. Also if you 
have ignored a child in. the 
past, a nice way to show him 
attention now is to launch a 
nasty custody fight or even 
snatch the kid so that he can·get the thrill of seeing 
his name and photograph on a milk carton or 
supermarket shopping bag." 
Relatioq.ships, as in how to tell a cat from an 
expensive girlfriend - "Girlfriends will not 
usually eat horsemeat (unless the restaurant has 
an extremely chic reputation.)" . 
And abortions - "Very busy parents should 
consider this option. Aborted children are 
inexpensive and require less quality tlme." 
· O'Ro-urke's book supplies hours of fun (or at the 
very least hours of offensive material for the next 
GOCAP list of books to be burned). 
/ 
The hottest In LINGERIE shows from 7pm-9pm . 
... . ... 
. Followed by yc)ur favorite NFL teams on our 1 o· screen. 
Play BEAT lHE CLOCK starting at Bpm with soc Bud draft 
and $1.25 Bud lorvlecks. Prices raise 25¢ every hour until 
midnight 
' 50( Hot Dop.All Nl1~t~ 
~ .. -
WEDNESDAY . PHIU..Y JOE'S PRESENTS 18·20 $3.00 cover; 21 and up $5.00 cover 
THURSDAY 
. PARA:'.:'iQX FREE beer from 9pm·12am. 
PARTY lll DAWN with High-Energy House Music 
Ladles Night All·U-CAN·DRINK . 
LIVE Classic Rock' n Roll 
Best Lep/Minl Skirt Contest ·sso PRIZE* 
Party with LIVE Rock' n Roll bands · 
$2.50 frozen drlnks/$1.50 cocktails 
Ladles Drink FllE 
Bud IXaft 
Guys-$6.00 
9pm-12am · 
A 
~ 
NCAA Footbal • wear your favorite college shirt-
get SOC Hot Dop and $J.OO Pitchers. 
UCF Pregame 2for1 draft from 1pm to 7pm. 
· LIVE Claaslc Rock 'n Roll at night 
with $1.50 cocktalla/$1.50 Bud longnecks 
~NDAY . · NFL FOOTBALL. from 1 pm t1i the final whistle blows. 
~ / . e..,.iiii;~~ ~ciala all day &all night ft::t. l 
:~.: :,, . . : HOUSE MUSIC TIL 3 : OOam · 
~~~· :·: · .~'. "·::,'-No co~. · 
• ,.. :> Bfec:tMi 9129/90. 
nlEllRRI EXCEPTlONALI" . 
- JIJ latt, 1-JD Of~ AUi 
0CAPTIL'ATING 
MOVING. SEE 11.·,, 
:- l2ll'fl .,._ IMIUI 
• 
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poor woman wasn't sure what her hair color 
was, and another lady was looking to hook 
up with a short man, who liked to bowl (lucky 
for her, I left.my ball in Daytona). 
The majority of women just sounded tired 
of watching "Murphy Brown" re-runs and 
wanted to get out of the house for a few 
hours. The ladies were looking for fun 
relationships. The men were looking for 
something quite 
different. Besides 
the two or three 
Oviedo playboys, · 
the majority of 
male messages · 
were down right 
simple. Most 
sound·ed like 
they were in a 
desperate search 
for Ms. Right. 
From what I 
gather, Ms. Right 
resembles Kim 
Basinger, acts 
like June Cleaver 
and has a 
Master's Degree 
in Regressed 
Male Behavior. 
After hearing this 
sordid collection of male whining, I wondered 
to myself what kind of woman would call one 
of these yahoos. 
I'm betting the only guy to get a call that 
week was a van detailer from Christmas, 
Fla., named Theo. Theo talked a lot on his 
recorded me~sage about his favorite hobby, 
which is collecting power tools. 
(beep) 
"Hi, my name is Sheri. I'm 28 and self-
employed. I have brown hair, green eyes and 
I like to workout. I'm looking for a nice guy, 
you can call me after five o'clock at. .. " 
Being from the gonzo, "damn the 
torpedoes" school of thought, I figured if I'm 
going to write the sordid tale, why not partake in the 
experience? So I put on my best voice, thought up an 
awful fake name and gave Sheri a jingle. She seemed 
very intelligent. She v.:as into current art trends and 
what not. When I started to tell her about myself, a 
strange thing happened. I caught myself adding 
something to every description. Suddenly, I was 5' 
6" ... and a half. My hair wasn't black anymore .. .it was 
"jet" black. Before the lies got too slimy, I made plans 
to meet Sheri for drinks the following night. 
As I drove to meet Sheri, I had a horrible realization. 
Maybe Sheri was adding adjectives to_her nouns too. 
Was this stupid article worth the possible disaster 
that lies ahead? My 
mind continued to 
wander until I 
reached the door of 
the club. 
As I walked into 
the club, I spotted a 
woman looking as 
confused as I was. 
When our eyes met, 
we both probably 
wished we could 
have hidden 
behind our 
telephones. 
Welcome to .the 
crazy, nutty world 
of Dial-a-Dating. 
In retrospect, my 
Dial-a-Date wasn't 
too bad. Sheri was 
attractive 
company, a little more red-headed than brunette and 
older looking than her dial-a-date age, but otherwise 
very nice. I've been on dates that were more heinous 
than this, and some of those were with people I liked. 
Yet, something just was;n't kosher about the whole 
experience. 
Both of us were aware of the obvious fibbing that was 
committed via the phone· lU?-es, but neither of us 
mentioned it (except I did tell her my real name. I 
couldn't live another minute being known as Teague 
Jacobson!) 
I'll try to describe the Dial-a-Date experience in easy 
to follow, culinary terms. It's better than your old left-
overs, but not as much fun as making a meal from 
scratch. 
·Al f he Back Door · 
Wednesday Nites 
COMPANY 
FROMPAGE2 
"Joanne" is why people go to see musicals-to be 
entertained. Clarke is wonderful as the smoking, 
seductive, too good for herself Joanne." Due to the 
inappropriate volume of the music in the first act, 
Clarke seemed mediocre with p~omise, but in the 
second act it was obvious she was darn good stuff. 
All the cast should be corronendedfor their high 
level of engery. Incidently, with the exception of the 
Vocal Minority filling in backstage, the 14 cast 
members perform this musical without a separate 
choir or dance ensemble. Also, there are no extras. 
The 14 actors and actresses are all there is. And 
that's OK. 
Sometimes it's the little frustrations that make 
a person "regretful- happy" he or she has gone to 
the · theater. The production of "Company" 
overcomes all those petty annoyances to give a 
marriage, (uh-em) a performance that's not 
superb- pretty OK. · 
ZZTOP 
FROMPAGE2 
Gibbons also expressed that the blues were a 
continuing cycle, a cycle of popularity. "About 
every 10 years somebody discovers the blues," he 
said, referring to The Jeff Healy Band and Robert 
Cray. The title "Recycler" reflects the cycle the 
blues has taken since ZZ Top began third decades 
ago. 
The event was showcased almost as a private ZZ 
Top concert. It turned out to be a five-and-a-half 
hour blues jam, with ZZ Top making its special 
appearance at the end. They did eight songs, 
including "Tush" and Elvis Presley's "Jailhouse 
Rock." Billy Gibbons said they'd have some fun 
and a packed house of avid fans if they did have fun 
for the half hour they actually performed. 
ZZ Top may not have played very long but it did 
live up to its heading as a night of the blues, and 
it was the ultimate treat for any blues fan. 
Anyone wanting information about the Delta 
Blues Museum can write to: 114 Delta Ave., P.O. 
Box 280, Clarksdale. Miss. 38614. 
•' 2 for 1 admission w /thi~ ~d 
$1.50 Kazi & Sex on the Beach Free Bud draft tlll midnight 
$1.50 drinks 18 +I $6 
Th• ~st In Altematlv• music with DJ Johnny Ace from Daytona 
9p.m. - 20.m. 5100 Adanson street. Orlando 629-4779 
·Now PLAYING IN SELECT AREAS, COMING 
OCTOBER 26 TO THEATRES EVERYWHERE. 
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